Multiple Sites with CMS - Bank Surveillance
ATM

vault

privacy mask offers the option to conceal
sensitive areas, such as the teller’s monitor or
the ATM PIN entry pad
vandal dome camera x 2~3
(SF2012H-DV / SF2111H-DVR)

front/rear entrance

teller counter

box camera with
WDR x 1~3
(SF2121H-R)

dome camera x 1~2
(SF2012H-D /
SF2111H-DR)

less critical area i.e. lobby

box camera x 2~3
(SF2012H)

analog cameras x 5~10

imaging

LAN

iSCSI target for more
network storage space

IWH5416 Touch II
16CH embedded hybrid DVR
6 internal HDDs

router

•local schedule and event recording
•video playback and search
•system management with two admin levels

monitoring & storage

hub

VPN

bank 2

bank 3

bank 4

VPN

control center

manager’s office

central management and remote backup of up
to 1,000 DVRs from one location (CM3000 Gold)

remote settings configuration and monitoring
anytime, anywhere via PC (PCViewer)

mobile administrators
live monitoring anytime, anywhere via
iPhone, iPad, and Android phones

remote management

bank 1

secure
your
life
24/7

Central Management
CM3000/CM3000 Gold retains total authority over your security
environment while adding the flexibility and agility of
decentralization:
•simultaneous local site management and remote central
management
•remote backup to prevent footage loss due to DVR malfunctions
•smart, cost-effective alternative to traditional DVR wiring

Home
Whether it’s for effective property protection, keeping an eye on the elderly, or checking
who’s at the door － home surveillance brings many benefits. AVer’s affordable kits are
easy-to-use and come with the ability to monitor the system locally, by mobile phone,
and over the Internet, giving homeowners constant reassurance.

Retail
The current economic climate places renewed pressure on retailers to reduce shrinkage
and protect ever-tighter margins. Effective surveillance not only provides evidence, but
actually discourages theft. AVer DVR/NVRs are compatible with most POS systems,
providing video overlay of transaction data for better security management.

Healthcare
Security personnel play a vital role in the healthcare environment － securing costly
equipment, preventing the theft of dangerous pharmaceuticals, controlling access, and
protecting staff from violence. AVer’s total solution gives them the fully integrated
surveillance platform that they need to effectively fulfill this role.

Industrial
Surveillance provides vital security for industrial facilities preventing unauthorized entry
and theft. In hazardous working areas, IP cameras aid supervision and safety. AVer’s
total solution can also integrate into production lines giving staff the monitoring tools to
prevent stoppages, see faults, and increase productivity.

Commercial
The safety and security of employees, visitors, and property is priority for any commercial
organization. With AVer’s advanced SDK, vendors can deliver an integrated security
solution for commercial sites with motion detectors and access controls. AVer CMS
offers central control with the convenience of remote mobile monitoring.

Education

AVer’s SDK

With multiple sites, easy access, large groups, and long hours the education field
presents unique challenges for security professionals. Those same professionals have
come to realize that IP camera technology and scalable hybrid systems offer a flexible
solution for limiting criminal behavior and creating safe campuses.

Integrating surveillance into your home, commercial, or industrial
solution is easy with the AVer SDK. AVer’s free SDK provides
engineers, developers, and systems integrators with the resources
and tools needed to write API applications, giving them the power to
fulfill diverse security demands.

Banking
Economic hardship increases the risk of robbery anywhere large amounts of cash are
present. Banks, credit unions, and currency exchanges know that advanced surveillance
plays a key role deterring criminals and protecting staff. Plus, the extra challenges of
securing ATMs and drive-thru banking are made easier with AVer’s SDK.
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Suggested Applications
home

examples

family homes,
apartments,
residential
communities

retail
(small-scale)
convenience
stores,
bookstores,
restaurants/
cafes,
gas stations

healthcare

industrial

hospitals,
factories,
clinics,
warehouses,
nursing homes power plants,
refineries

commercial
business
plazas,
corporate
offices,
call centers

education

government

schools,
universities,
community
centers

national
ministries,
courthouses,
local
government

public safety

banking

banks, ATMs,
detention
insurance
centers,
police stations, companies
parking lots,
pedestrian
crossings

transportation
airports,
train/subway
station,
bus/truck
depot

retail
(large-scale)
department
stores, malls,
chain
restaurants,
supermarkets

ATM

cashier’s counter

privacy mask conceals sensitive
areas such as the PIN entry pad

entrance

dome camera
(SF2012H-D /
SF2111H-DR)

vandal dome camera
(SF2012H-DV /
SF2111H-DVR)

storage

bullet camera
(SF2012H-B /
SF2111H-BR)

aisles

box camera
(SF2121H-R)

analog cameras x 4

imaging

application

Multiple Sites with CMS - Chain Retail Store Surveillance

*EH1004H-4
4CH

*NV6120T

POS machine

*EXR6004
Mini

LAN

8CH

EH6108H+

AVer data box

NV6240T

router

*EH1116H-4 /
*EH1116H-4+

EH1008H-4 Nano
8CH embedded hybrid DVR

EH6216H+

16CH

•local schedule and event recording
•system management with two admin levels

IWH3216
Touch series

monitoring & storage

*EH1008H-4

WAN

IWH5416
Touch II

store 1

store 2

store 3

store 4

NV8416T
NV6480T x 2
32CH

WAN

NV8416T x 2
* supports up to 4 IP cameras
** NV6000/8000 series capture cards are stackable up to 2 cards to create specialized configurations up to 32CH per PC

Single Site - Home Surveillance
living room

control center

manager’s office

central management and remote backup of up
to 1,000 DVRs from one location (CM3000 Gold)

remote settings configuration and monitoring
anytime, anywhere via PC (PCViewer)

mobile administrators
live monitoring anytime, anywhere via
iPhone, iPad, and Android phones

remote management

NV6480T

Multiple Sites with CMS - Industrial/Commercial Building Surveillance
bedroom to check up on children or property

cube camera
(SF2012H-C)

lobby

entrance / driveway / garage / courtyard

cube camera
(SF2012H-C)

bullet camera x 1~2
(SF2012H-B)

offices

factory

hub

router

WAN

less critical area i.e. corridor
analog cameras
x 4~8

EH6216H+
16CH embedded hybrid DVR
up to 4 internal HDD

external RAID storage

•local schedule and event recording
•video playback and search
•system management with two admin levels

WAN

(industrial/commercial park)
building 1
building 2

building 3

building 4

WAN

control center
central management and remote backup of up
to 1,000 DVRs from one location (CM3000 Gold)

manager’s office
remote settings configuration and monitoring
anytime, anywhere via PC (PCViewer)

mobile administrators
live monitoring anytime, anywhere via
iPhone, iPad, and Android phones

remote management

on the road
live monitoring anytime, anywhere via iPhone, iPad, and Android phones

remote management

at the office

elevator
dome camera x 2
(SF2012H-D /
SF2111H-DR)

monitoring & storage

monitoring & storage

EXR6004 Mini
4CH NVR
•local schedule and event recording
•video playback and search

remote monitoring anytime, anywhere via PC (PCViewer)

box camera
with WDR x 1~2
(SF2121H-R)

LAN

LAN

router

basement parking lot

box camera x 1~2 (SF2121H-R)
for monitoring assembly lines
speed dome x 1~2 for auto
cruising in entrance or corridor

ceiling dome x 2
(SF2112H-DR)

imaging

imaging

dome camera
x 1~2
(SF2012H-D /
SF2111H-DR)
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*EH1004H-4
4CH

*NV6120T
*EXR6004
Mini
*EH1008H-4

8CH

EH6108H+
NV6240T
*EH1116H-4 /
*EH1116H-4+
EH6216H+
IWH3216
Touch series

16CH

IWH5416
Touch II
NV6480T
NV8416T
NV6480T x 2

32CH
NV8416T x 2
* supports up to 4 IP cameras
** NV6000/8000 series capture cards are stackable up to 2 cards to create specialized configurations up to 32CH per PC

Single Site - Home Surveillance
living room

bedroom to check up on children or property

cube camera
(SF2012H-C)

entrance / driveway / garage / courtyard

cube camera
(SF2012H-C)

bullet camera x 1~2
(SF2012H-B)

imaging

LAN

EXR6004 Mini
4CH NVR
•local schedule and event recording
•video playback and search

monitoring & storage

router

WAN

on the road
live monitoring anytime, anywhere via iPhone, iPad, and Android phones

remote management

at the office
remote monitoring anytime, anywhere via PC (PCViewer)

Multiple Sites with CMS - Chain Retail Store Surveillance
ATM

cashier’s counter

privacy mask conceals sensitive
areas such as the PIN entry pad

entrance

dome camera
(SF2012H-D /
SF2111H-DR)

bullet camera
(SF2012H-B /
SF2111H-BR)

aisles

box camera
(SF2121H-R)

analog cameras x 4

imaging

vandal dome camera
(SF2012H-DV /
SF2111H-DVR)

storage

POS machine

LAN

router

EH1008H-4 Nano
8CH embedded hybrid DVR
•local schedule and event recording
•system management with two admin levels

monitoring & storage

AVer data box

WAN

store 2

store 3

store 4

WAN

control center

manager’s office

central management and remote backup of up
to 1,000 DVRs from one location (CM3000 Gold)

remote settings configuration and monitoring
anytime, anywhere via PC (PCViewer)

mobile administrators

remote management

store 1

live monitoring anytime, anywhere via
iPhone, iPad, and Android phones

Multiple Sites with CMS - Industrial/Commercial Building Surveillance
lobby

offices

factory

basement parking lot

box camera x 1~2 (SF2121H-R)
for monitoring assembly lines
speed dome x 1~2 for auto
cruising in entrance or corridor

ceiling dome x 2
(SF2112H-DR)

box camera
with WDR x 1~2
(SF2121H-R)

elevator

less critical area i.e. corridor

dome camera x 2
(SF2012H-D /
SF2111H-DR)

analog cameras
x 4~8

imaging

dome camera
x 1~2
(SF2012H-D /
SF2111H-DR)

LAN

router

EH6216H+
16CH embedded hybrid DVR
up to 4 internal HDDs

external RAID storage

•local schedule and event recording
•video playback and search
•system management with two admin levels

monitoring & storage

hub

WAN

building 3

building 4

WAN

control center
central management and remote backup of up
to 1,000 DVRs from one location (CM3000 Gold)

manager’s office
remote settings configuration and monitoring
anytime, anywhere via PC (PCViewer)

mobile administrators
live monitoring anytime, anywhere via
iPhone, iPad, and Android phones

remote management

(industrial/commercial park)
building 1
building 2

Multiple Sites with CMS - Bank Surveillance
ATM

vault

privacy mask offers the option to conceal
sensitive areas, such as the teller’s monitor or
the ATM PIN entry pad
vandal dome camera x 2~3
(SF2012H-DV / SF2111H-DVR)

front/rear entrance

teller counter

box camera with
WDR x 1~3
(SF2121H-R)

dome camera x 1~2
(SF2012H-D /
SF2111H-DR)

less critical area i.e. lobby

box camera x 2~3
(SF2012H)

analog cameras x 5~10

imaging

LAN

IWH5416 Touch II
16CH embedded hybrid DVR

iSCSI target for more
network storage space

6 internal HDDs
router

•local schedule and event recording
•video playback and search
•system management with two admin levels

monitoring & storage

hub

VPN

bank 2

bank 3

remote management

bank 1

bank 4

VPN

control center

manager’s office

central management and remote backup of up
to 1,000 DVRs from one location (CM3000 Gold)

remote settings configuration and monitoring
anytime, anywhere via PC (PCViewer)

mobile administrators
live monitoring anytime, anywhere via
iPhone, iPad, and Android phones

Central Management
CM3000/CM3000 Gold retains total authority over your security
environment while adding the flexibility and agility of
decentralization:
•simultaneous local site management and remote central
management
•remote backup to prevent footage loss due to DVR malfunctions
•smart, cost-effective alternative to traditional DVR wiring

AVer’s SDK
Integrating surveillance into your home, commercial, or industrial
solution is easy with the AVer SDK. AVer’s free SDK provides
engineers, developers, and systems integrators with the resources
and tools needed to write API applications, giving them the power to
fulfill diverse security demands.
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